Message from the Editor:

As senior editor for *Modern Psychological Studies* during the 1993-94 term, I have been elated to witness the growth of the journal—growth that has been by no means unidirectional. From a simple beginning, *MPS* now enjoys national recognition and circulation. Additionally, universities outside the United States have expressed an interest in collaboration. Growth has occurred on our own campus as well. Not only has the students' interest in research and publication been stimulated, but each semester undergraduates are able to participate meaningfully in the production of a research journal and exercise their burgeoning abilities as novice researchers.

*MPS* continuously seeks avenues for encouraging student research and promoting participation at the undergraduate level. Thus, any suggestions regarding this journal or information concerning research related activities are requested and welcomed. One of the most exciting recent developments has been the interest from a number of universities in utilizing *MPS* as a supplemental text for research and methods classes. The goal of such action is of course to provide undergraduates with examples of research projects successfully executed by their own peers. Not only is this extremely helpful to the students, but it encourages readership and widens the base from which submissions may arise, thus providing a balanced variety of topics and levels of expertise among student submissions. I would like to express my gratitude for the support and interest of the professors who have chosen to utilize the journal in this way.

As I prepare to relinquish this position, I wish to convey my appreciation and admiration to all of the students with whom I have conversed and corresponded during my term. Your ideas and projects have enlightened me, piqued my interest, and given voice to unanswered questions through your work. It has been a privilege to critique these manuscripts, though I have periodically struggled with my own limitations in the process. For the students whose work is represented in this edition, I offer hearty congratulations. You have successfully endured a process to which many aspire but few attain. Deservedly, I doff my hat to you.

Finally, I would like to thank the dedicated individuals involved in the tedious process of producing the journal. Special recognition should be given to Jan Sherbak, my co-editor, whose collaborative efforts and expertise made an overwhelming task possible. Additionally, the tireless devotion of Dr. Ralph Hood, Jr., Dr. Paul Watson, and the student readers deserves mention.

I look forward to watching the journal continue to grow and flourish under subsequent editorship, and I anticipate undiminishing excellence from undergraduate researchers in future editions.
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